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Start up



Start up.

Create an artisan small workshop that makes 
any textile product, in a personalized way. 
Using primarily leather scraps and remnants from used 
clothing.
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Story from the brand.

In 1968, Betty and little child , decided hade his first rag doll.
She could not afford the dolls that were on the market and she
did not like them also. So the little girl decided to sew her first 
doll and clothes to her new friend.
Scraps and remnants she sewed to make a new world, giving 
life to what seemed lost and forgotten. The pants were bags, 
shirts dresses, old was new. She whants now to sews her future 
and she wants to sew it for us all.
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Brainstorming and brain maps.
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Naming options

Kusi-kusi   <-The choosen one

Mama-Kusi

ChuyChú

>Kusi-Kusi means spider on Quechua language
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Adjectives
 

-Artisan
-Ecological
-Personal
-Durable
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Mood tables



Historical
reference
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Contemorary 
reference
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Logotype



Typefaces for Kusi-kusi.
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Typeface choosen: Mayan square

Typeface variations
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Small changes.
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Finessed Logotype.
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Icon and visual 
elements



Color palette.
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Icon 
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Secondary Tipeface: Matura MT Script Capitals
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Imagenery: Photography
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The secret ingredient

In the workshop Betty, every idea is welcome. By the union of rectangles of 
different colors you can create the pattern or design you want for your clothes 
or supplement. These patterns will be uploaded to the network so that more
 users can decide if they like any of the ideas, the creator of the pattern you 
like best users will receive personalized bag with 75% discount. The design 
will remain as page background throughout the month..
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Aplications



Aplications: Marketing T-shirts
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Aplications: Presentation cards
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Aplications: Boxes for distribution
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Aplications: Swatches
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Aplications: Web page
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http://www.kusi-kusi.com/home

Products

Designs

Our costumers

New Swatches
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